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Dear Patrons,

Like us on our Books By Mail - New Mexico State Library page at https://www.facebook.com/NMSLBBM/

If you have any pictures of yourself or family receiving or mailing our books, feel free to send them to us so we can post them on our Facebook page.

Visit Eclipse, (http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/), our online system which is available 24/7. Our voicemail, (1-800-395-9144) will also take messages 24/7. You can also fax us at 505-476-7767.

**The best time to call us or email us with your order is between 6:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. to ensure your order goes out the same day. (Excluding weekends, orders will be processed next business day)

Please put your name or ID # when filling out your requests to ensure your book order gets to you.

Requests; Comments; Questions
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Date:__________ Phone:_____________
ID#: P-________ County:____________
Name: __________________________________
Address: __________________________________ Zip: ____________
Town: _______________________________ Zip: ____________
New Address ☐ New Patron ☐

Please send me the following:
No._______________ No._______________ No._______________
No._______________ No._______________ No._______________
No._______________ No._______________ No._______________

(S) Indicates you will accept a substitute title. Number of adults_______ and children_______ served by this order. Please print clearly so your order will be filled accurately. You can also call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 to place your order.

Books By Mail
1-800-395-9144
Email us at:
BooksByMailNM@state.nm.us
teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us
veronica.marquez@state.nm.us

STEPS to Place Online Order
1. Login
2. Search catalog
3. Select desired books and ADD TO CART
4. Click CART button
5. Select squares next to books you want to order
6. Click SEND button
7. Window pops up
8. Enter one of the three emails listed above
9. Type a message (optional)
10. Click SEND button
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RURAL BOOKMOBILES:

**EAST** Phone: 575-461-1206
Tucumcari, NM 88401

**Counties Served:** Chaves, Curry, Eddy, Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay, Roosevelt, San Miguel

https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileEast

**WEST** Phone: 505-841-5250
Los Lunas, NM 87031

**Counties Served:** Catron, Cibola, Grant, Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro, Valencia

https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileWest?ref=ts&fref=ts

**NORTHEAST** Ph: 575-376-2474
Cimarron, NM 87714

**Counties Served:** Colfax, Guadalupe, Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Sandoval, Taos, Union


Find all 3 bookmobiles on Facebook

Contact the Bookmobile headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at http://nmstatelibrary.org under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to access them. **Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped** provides audio material for the blind, reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more information about this program call **1-800-456-5515.**
**CATEGORY CODES**

What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from. Happy Reading!*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGY</td>
<td>Anthology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Antiques/Collectibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Art/Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>Biography/Autobiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLI</td>
<td>African-American Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Business/Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Career/Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKG</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUR</td>
<td>Current Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIC</td>
<td>Dictionary/Thesaurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRA</td>
<td>Drama/Films/Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Family/Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Investments/Personal Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Games/Puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAR</td>
<td>Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Graphic Novels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>Health/Diet/Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMR</td>
<td>Home Repair/Decorating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOB</td>
<td>Hobbies/Crafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOL</td>
<td>Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR</td>
<td>Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>Humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVE</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVI</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVP</td>
<td>Juvenile/Preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JYY</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 13-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>Latin Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Literature/Classics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Literature/Contemporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>Inspirational/Motivational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV</td>
<td>Movie/TV Tie-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUS</td>
<td>Music/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYS</td>
<td>Mystery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>New Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTV</td>
<td>Native American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Occult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>Occult Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>Parenting/Childbirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHO</td>
<td>Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE</td>
<td>Poetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Popular Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDY</td>
<td>Psychology/Self Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>Reference/General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFL</td>
<td>Reference/Foreign Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>Sports/Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>Suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX</td>
<td>Tax Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Travel/Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRF</td>
<td>Travel/Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>True Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES</td>
<td>Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>Women’s Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMS</td>
<td>Christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Books By Mail Patron Comment Form**

*You can enclose this form in the bag with your book order. Any additional space needed can be used on a separate sheet of paper. Thank you for your time.*

Name: (Optional) ____________________________    ID#: (Optional) P- ___________

If anyone would like to share a story on how this service has helped you or your family, we would love to hear it. Any comment/suggestions?: ____________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
ADV  ❂  Pirate
Cussler, Clive  LP-4891
LARGE PRINT. Confronted by an adversary more determined than any of their experience, husband-and-wife treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo embark on an international quest involving an 800-year-old relic and a brutal murder.

ADV  ❂  The Pharaoh's secret
Cussler, Clive  LP-4943
LARGE PRINT. When a ruthless power broker schemes to build a glorious new Egyptian empire, Kurt, Joe and their NUMA team companions race to discover the truth about a devastating underworld plant extract rumored to kill living people and restore life to the dead.

ADV  ❂  The Solomon curse
Cussler, Clive  LP-4894
LARGE PRINT. There are many rumors about the bay off Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands. Some say it was the site of the lost empire of the Solomon king and that great treasure lies beneath the waters. Others say terrible things happened here, atrocities and disappearances at the hands of cannibal giants, and those who venture there do not return. It is cursed. Which is exactly what attracts the attention of husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo.

BIO  ❂  Daddy King
King, Martin Luther  BL-2268
A poignant memoir chronicles the life of Rev. Martin Luther King Sr. Here, King Sr. recalls the joys and struggles of his journey: the pain of leaving his mother, father and siblings on the farm; the triumph of winning voting rights for blacks in Atlanta; and the feelings of fatherly pride and anxiety as he watched his son put himself in danger at the forefront of the civil rights movement.

BIO  ❂  Pilgrimage
Shriver, Mark K.  LP-4945
LARGE PRINT. A deeply intimate portrait of Pope Francis and his faith draws on interviews with the men and women who knew him as a child, before he became a priest or during his years as a bishop, sharing additional insights into the individuals who helped shape his beliefs.

BIO  ❂  Beatles '66
Turner, Steve  LP-4947
LARGE PRINT. The year that changed everything for the Beatles was 1966 the year of their last concert and Revolver, their first album of songs not intended for live performance. This was the year the Beatles risked their popularity by retiring from the tour circuit, recording songs that explored alternative states of consciousness, experimenting with avant-garde ideas, and speaking their minds on issues of politics, war, and religion.

Cooking

CKG  ❂  Diabetic Living Healthy makeovers for diabetes
BL-2184
Written by experts in diabetes management, an excellent visual resource for making recipes healthier with small changes and simple ingredient swaps, including trading bread crumbs for ground nuts in a crispy chicken coating and trying "new noodles" such as spiraled zucchini, completely revamps family favorites and restaurant classics.

CKG  ❂  The Chew approved
BL-2096
Collects some of the best listener recipes submitted to the popular TV show's "Chew Tank" segment, including Warm Artichoke Dip, Meatball Sandwich, Kale and Butternut Squash, Whole Wheat Pizza, Pumpkin Chocolate Chip Cookies, Apple Crumb Cake and many more.

CKG  ❂  The complete Mediterranean cookbook
America's Test Kitchen  BL-2182
The specialists from America's Test Kitchen present hundreds of recipes designed to demystify the Mediterranean diet, in a treasury that also offers insights into how the diet has the potential for bolstering health.

CKG  ❂  50 fixes for brownie mixes
Berrett, Aimee  BL-2178
This cookbook is for everyone's favorite gooey, chewy, chocolate dessert. Easy to make and perfect for sharing, these mouthwatering, fudgy delights are a tasty treat for any occasion.

CKG  ❂  Betty Crocker sheet pan desserts
Betty Crocker  BL-2181
A collection of simple, no-fuss desserts using everyday bakeware celebrates the versatility of sheet pans, sharing 125 recipes for a variety of cakes, bars, brownies, slab pies, candy and refrigerated and frozen treats.

CKG  ❂  Breast cancer smoothies
Chace, Daniella  BL-2177
In order to reduce the risk of developing this common disease, you need a targeted plan to protect yourself from common breast toxins and to strengthen your immune defenses. Daniella breaks down the complex topic of oncology nutrition and the specific dietary needs breast cancer creates, into simple recommendations for making delicious smoothies that support healing and a healthy lifestyle.
CGK Fix-it and forget-it lazy and slow cookbook
Comerford, Hope BL-2269
The blogger behind "A Busy Mom's Slow Cooker Adventures" for the past six years presents weekly menus and daily recipes for easy slow cooker meals that are healthy, economical and will satisfy the whole family.

CGK Healing herbal teas
Farr, Sarah BL-2186
In a guide to blending and brewing power-packed teas at home, a master herbalist presents 101 original recipes, steeped in health advantages and great flavor, that benefit each body system and promote well-being.

CGK Cooking with coconut
Ganeshram, Ramin BL-2183
A treasury of creative recipes showcasing the versatility and health-bolstering properties of coconut includes such options as Savory Coconut Crepes, Coconut Pork Kabobs and Coconut Rum Crème Brulee.

CGK 150 hearty homestyle recipes
Gooseberry Patch BL-2050
This book is filled with delicious recipes that will bring your family to the table at breakfast, lunch and dinner. You can count on Gooseberry Patch for easy-to-follow directions, using familiar ingredients. Whether you're cooking for your family or hosting a casual get-together with friends, you'll find recipes here that are sure to please.

CGK Smashed, mashed, boiled, and baked--and fried, too!
Iyer, Raghavan BL-2041
An IACP Award-winning Teacher of the Year presents a collection of 75 international comfort-food recipes for potatoes that includes such options as Sweet Potato Samosas, Potato Lasagna and Chocolate Sweet Potato Pound Cake.

CGK Handmade pasta workshop & cookbook
Karr, Nicole BL-2185
A professional chef shares her secrets for handmade pasta and sauces, providing photo-complemented recipes for fresh and unique results.

CGK One to five
Scott, Ryan BL-2097
The Emmy Award-winning host of Food Rush shares personal recipes and strategic tips for preparing 120 quick and satisfying dishes, explaining how to use flexibility and creativity to transform supermarket staples into hassle-free meals.

CGK Skillet & sheet pan suppers
Sweeney, Monica BL-2054
Including such recipes as Roasted Salmon with Lemony Asparagus and Tomato and Cheesy Pea & Carrot Frittata, a collection of one-pan meals that are both delicious and nutritious shows home cooks how to make dinners in half the time with a fraction of the effort.

CGK Taste of Home skinny slow cooker
Taste of Home BL-2042
Features over 350 healthy recipes with less fat and salt and lower calories to make in the slow cooker, broken down into sections for soups and sandwiches, beef entrees, poultry, seafood, meatless classics and slow-cooked sides.

CGK But my family would never eat vegan!
Turner, Kristy BL-2040
125 family-friendly, easy-to-follow recipes, including Tempeh Sloppy Joe Sliders, Just Fries, Smashed Lentil Tacos and Hot Fudge Ice Cream Sundae.

CGK The perfect diabetes comfort food collection
Webb, Robyn BL-2098
This book focuses on nine favorite comfort foods, lasagna, meatloaf, burgers, stir-frys, tacos and more, and makes 10 variations of each to give home cooks new, healthy twists on the meals they crave that are designed to help control blood glucose levels and promote heart health.

CGK Georgia cooking in an Oklahoma kitchen
Yearwood, Trisha BL-2244
She's adored by fans as one of country music's top stars, but among family and friends, Trisha Yearwood is best known for another talent: cooking. In this book, she dishes up a collection of more than 120 of her go-to recipes in a tribute to both home-grown cooking and family traditions.

EDU The big book of makerspace projects
Graves, Colleen BL-2193
Two librarians team up to provide an interactive, easy-to-follow guide that is filled with classroom-tested, low-cost DIY makerspace projects and challenges that feature clear, non-technical step-by-step instructions inspire creativity and foster imagination in makers at every skill level.

FAM Transforming ADHD
Crosby, Greg BL-2270
Two clinical psychologists specializing in adult attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), drawing on psychology, biology, neuroscience, sociology and other disciplines, present a guide for learning how to better regulate attention through research-based exercises, tools and techniques.
**Fantasy**

**FAN ✻ Curse on the land**
Hunter, Faith  **BL-2045**
Returning home to her woods after PsyLED academy training, Nell Ingram begins feeling sick, along with countless others, and it is up to her and her team to stop an entity that feeds on death itself from claiming even more lives.

**FAN ✻ Prince Lestat and the realms of Atlantis**
Rice, Anne  **LP-4946**
**LARGE PRINT.** Via the tale of the lost realms of Atlantis, readers will come to understand its secrets, and how and why the vampire Lestat, indeed all the vampires, must reckon so many millennia later with the terrifying force of the ageless, all-powerful Atalantaya spirit.

---

**General Fiction**

**FIC ✻ The mirror sisters**
Andrews, V. C.  **BL-2127**
Made to act, look and feel truly the same by their perfectionist mother, identical twins Haylee and Kaylee leave their sheltered, homeschooled life to attend public high school, where their introduction to the dating scene changes everything.

**FIC ✻ Rebecca's bouquet**
Baker, Lisa Jones  **BL-2119**
When her betrothed, William, must leave their tight knit Amish community to save his father's ailing business, Rebecca Sommer, despite her relatives' disapproval and her own fears, goes to work by his side, but his growing interest in English ways may be the one challenge even her steadfast faith cannot meet.

**FIC ✻ Sweet as honey**
Beckstrand, Jennifer  **LP-4931**
**LARGE PRINT.** Beautiful Amish beekeeper Lily Christner is stunned when Dan Kanagy, the boy who made her awkward girlhood miserable, returns home after being away for two years, begging for her forgiveness, and her heart.

**FIC ✻ The autobiography of Mrs. Tom Thumb**
Benjamin, Melanie  **BL-2230**
She was only two feet, eight inches tall, but more than a century later, her legend reaches out to us. As a child, Mercy Lavinia "Vinnie" Warren Bump was encouraged to live a life hidden away from the public. Instead, she reached out to the immortal impresario P. T. Barnum, married the tiny superstar General Tom Thumb in the wedding of the century, and became the world's most unexpected celebrity.

---

**FIC ✻ The mothers**
Bennett, Brit  **LP-4938**
**LARGE PRINT.** In a contemporary black community, 17-year-old Nadia Turner mourns the suicide of her mother, leading her to take up with the local's pastor's son, but when she gets pregnant, the pregnancy and the subsequent cover-up will have an impact that goes far beyond their youth.

**FIC ✻ The secret chord**
Brooks, Geraldine  **LP-4913**
**LARGE PRINT.** Traces the arc of King David's journey from obscurity to fame, from shepherd to soldier, from hero to traitor, from beloved king to murderous despot and into his remorseful and diminished dotage.

**FIC ✻ From this moment**
Camden, Elizabeth  **BL-2239**
Renowned artist Stella West has quit her career and moved to Boston to solve the mysterious death of her sister. But she soon realizes she is in need of a well-connected ally. Fortunately, magazine owner Romulus White has been trying to hire her for years. Sparks fly when Stella and Romulus join forces, but will their investigation cost them everything?

**FIC ✻ Mattie's pledge**
Drexler, Jan  **BL-2100**
In the 1840s, a handsome and enigmatic Englisher tempts Mattie Schrock to leave her Amish life behind to search for adventure in the West. Will her Amish sweetheart's love be the anchor that holds her secure?

**FIC ✻ The devoted**
Fisher, Suzanne Woods  **BL-2094**
A woman who longs to leave the Amish and a newcomer who would join the community question their resolve and wonder if they can find the life God wants them to live together.

**FIC ✻ The newcomer**
Fisher, Suzanne Woods  **BL-2265**
Hoping for a new start on the 18th century Pennsylvania frontier with her fellow church members, Anna pursues a romance with ship carpenter Bairn, who struggles with the strict expectations of the Amish community and considers one more sea crossing before committing himself.

**FIC ✻ A sister's wish**
Gray, Shelley Shepard  **BL-2051**
A dutiful Amish woman unexpectedly falls in love with a community member with a tragic, tainted past, prompting their efforts to prove that they have a future together in spite of her family's disapproval.
**FIC** Practicing what you preach
Griggs, Vanessa Davis  BL-2242
Marcus Peeples seems like the perfect man for aspiring wedding planner Melissa Anderson. Marcus, a tall, handsome pharmaceutical salesperson, finally talks her into a date. Much to Melissa's surprise, he doesn't balk when she insists their first date will be at her Bible study class at Followers of Jesus Faith Worship Center. As time goes by, Melissa feels more and more drawn to Marcus.

**FIC** A house without windows
Hashimi, Nadia  LP-4903
*LARGE PRINT.* Zeba's life is shattered when her husband is found brutally murdered. Zeba is arrested and jailed. With the fate of Zeba's life in his hands, Afghan-born, American-raised Yusuf discovers that, like Afghanistan itself, his client may not be at all what he imagines. A moving look at the lives of modern Afghan women.

**FIC** The girl on the train
Hawkins, Paula  BL-2099
Rachel takes the same commuter train every morning, flashing past a stretch of cozy suburban homes, and stopping at the signal that allows her to daily watch the same couple breakfasting on their deck. Their life, as she sees it, is perfect, until she sees something shocking. It's only a minute until the train moves on, but now everything is changed. Rachel goes to the police, and becomes intractically entwined in the lives of everyone involved.

**FIC** Descent
Johnston, Tim  LP-4925
*LARGE PRINT.* For eighteen-year-old Caitlin, the mountains loom as the ultimate test of her runner's heart, while her parents hope that so much beauty, so much grandeur, will somehow repair a damaged marriage. But when Caitlin and her younger brother, Sean, go out for an early morning run and only Sean returns, the mountains become as terrifying as they are majestic, as suddenly this family find themselves living the kind of nightmare they've only read about in headlines or seen on TV.

**FIC** The bazaar of bad dreams
King, Stephen  BL-2133
An array of short stories by the award-winning author of 11/22/63 includes several new pieces, with each tale complemented by autobiographical commentary on what inspired it.

**FIC** Under the dome
King, Stephen  BL-2243
The small town of Chester's Mill, Maine, is faced with a big dilemma when it is mysteriously sealed off by an invisible and completely impenetrable force field. With cars and airplanes exploding on contact, the force field has completely isolated the townspeople from the outside world. Now, Iraq war vet Dale Barbara and a group of the town's more sensible citizens must overcome the tyrannical rule of Big Jim Rennie, a politician bent on controlling everything within the Dome.

**FIC** The innkeeper of Ivy Hill
Klassen, Julie  BL-2267
When the innkeeper of Ivy Hill's coaching inn, The Bell, dies suddenly, his genteel wife, Jane, becomes the reluctant owner, but with a large loan due, can Jane and her resentful mother-in-law, Thora, find a way to save the inn and discover fresh hope for the future?

**FIC** Titus returns
Lillard, Amy  BL-2221
When the man responsible for her brother's death arrives on her family's farm, which has fallen into disrepair, Abbie King resents his appearance, but desperately needs his help and finds herself falling in love with this man who is determined to make amends.

**FIC** NCIS Los Angeles
Mariotte, Jeff  BL-2205
When a former Navy SEAL is found tortured and murdered, NCIS are called in to investigate and Deeks discovers a link between this crime and a bank hold-up gone wrong that resulted in the shooting of an LAPD officer.

**FIC** Fast and loose
Michaels, Fern  BL-2141
The BOLO Consultants are called in by Bert Navarro, head of security for Countess Anna de Silva, to find out who is stealthily and skillfully robbing her Babylon casino by hacking into its security system.

**FIC** The husband's secret
Moriarty, Liane  LP-4895
*LARGE PRINT.* Imagine that your husband wrote you a letter, to be opened after his death. Imagine, too, that the letter contains his deepest, darkest secret, something with the potential to destroy not just the life you built together, but the lives of others as well. Imagine, then, that you stumble across that letter while your husband is still very much alive. Cecilia Fitzpatrick is an incredibly successful businesswoman, a pillar of her small community, and a devoted wife and mother. But that letter is about to change everything, and not just for her.

**FIC** Paris for one
Moyes, Jojo  LP-4937
*LARGE PRINT.* Nell is twenty-six and has never been to Paris. She has never even been on a weekend away with her boyfriend. Everyone knows she is just not the adventurous type. But, when her boyfriend doesn't turn up for their romantic mini-break, Nell has the chance to prove everyone wrong. Alone in Paris, Nell meets the mysterious moped-riding Fabien and his group of carefree friends. Could this turn out to be the most adventurous weekend of her life?
FIC Commonwealth
Patchett, Ann    LP-4941
LARGE PRINT. A five-decade saga tracing the impact of an act of infidelity on the parents and children of two Southern California families traces their shared summers in Virginia and the disillusionment that shapes their lasting bond.

FIC In the shadow of Denali
Peterson, Tracie    BL-2266
In and around the Curry Hotel in the heart of Alaska, the future of Cassidy Ivanoff and Allan Brennan depends on unlocking the secrets that mountain Denali holds from the past.

FIC From this day forward
Snelling, Lauraine    LP-4949
LARGE PRINT. After years of not being willing to commit to Deborah MacCallister, Toby Valders watches as sparks fly between her and the new schoolteacher Anton Gendarme, leaving Toby to wonder whether it is too late to win her over.

FIC Rushing waters
Steel, Danielle    LP-4892
LARGE PRINT. An interior designer, her independent architect mother, a British investment banker, an ER doctor who survived Hurricane Sandy and two NYU students are thrust together when a major hurricane descends upon New York City and wreaks unimaginable devastation.

FIC Black love, white lies
Woods, Genesis    BL-2237
Taking a break from relationships to focus on the thriving shoe store she owns with her sister, Audrielle Greeman unexpectedly falls head over heels in love with Cairo Broussard, but when push comes to shove, Audrielle wonders if this man will do her wrong or follow his heart and be the man that she needs.

GAR 101 organic gardening hacks
Coronado, Shawna    BL-2271
An author, blogger and proponent of living green offers tips, tricks and practical time-savers to improve a home garden including how to build a raised flowerbed, how to use gallon milk containers to protect seedlings and organic ways to manage weeds.

GAR The ultimate guide to urban farming
Faires, Nicole    BL-2198
A practical guide to city agriculture offers tips and advice for growing food in any urban setting and discusses the social, health and environmental impacts, what plants are seasonally best and the latest developments in hydroponics and vertical gardening.

HEA Relax into yoga for seniors
Carson, Kimberly    BL-2044
Based on the innovative Yoga for Seniors program, an evidence-based workbook, featuring safe, step-by-step instructions and posture illustrations, presents a six-week program for improved balance, flexibility and overall well-being that combines the best of modern medicine with the ancient wisdom, experience and tradition of yogic teachings.

HEA Dr. Colbert's guide to vitamins and supplements
Colbert, Don    BL-2195
A New York Times best-selling author provides a unique, balanced, natural health approach to vitamins and nutritional supplements that will help readers make well-informed decisions specific to their health goals.

HEA Kicking sick
Kurtz, Amy    BL-2272
A former sufferer offers a guide for those with chronic illnesses including, IBS, fibromyalgia and thyroid and autoimmune disorders describing how to return to a normal, enjoyable life through self-empowerment, knowledge, emotional support and assembling the right medical experts.

HEA 60-second sweat
Striet, Patrick    BL-2196
Combining High-Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) and Metabolic Resistance Training (MRT), a single efficient and effective training program helps readers attain phenomenal and sustainable fitness, safely and realistically, one minute at a time.

HEA Breathe
Vranich, Belisa    BL-2194
A guide to the health benefits of anatomically correct breathing draws on scientific findings to outline a daily breathing workout that can augment and reduce dependency on treatments for cardiovascular disease, immune dysfunction, obesity and digestive disorders.

HIF Higher ground
Long, McKendree    LP-4897
LARGE PRINT. A seat-gripping, bullet-by-bullet and arrow-after-arrow account of The Battle of Little Big Horn - aka, Custer's Last Stand.
HIF Pharaoh
Smith, Wilbur

LARGE PRINT. Royal advisor and former slave Taita is caught up in a whirlpool of ruthless intrigue that tests the limits of his intelligence, alchemy and cunning as he endeavors to protect the empire, his Pharaoh and those he loves.

HIF The award
Steel, Danielle

LARGE PRINT. Gaëlle de Barbet is sixteen years old in 1940 when the German army occupies France and frightening changes begin to occur. She is shocked and powerless when French gendarmes take away her closest friend, Rebekah Feldmann, and her family for deportation to an unknown, ominous fate.

HIF Arctic storm
Sundell, Joanne

LARGE PRINT. In 1908, thirteen-year-old Anya, a Chukchi shaman, will do anything to protect the sled dogs she has raised so she joins forces with sixteen-year-old seafarer Rune Johansson to make a stand against phantom predators hiding in the Arctic West as a powerful ice storm brews.

Home Repair/Decorating

HMR DIY industrial pipe furniture and decor
Angus, James

Featuring 25 step-by-step tutorials and 200 full-color photos, a DIY guide presents innovative new projects for transforming plumbing fixtures into all types of beautiful, useful items for home living.

Hobbies/Crafts

HOB See Kate sew
Blocher, Kate

The founder of See Kate Sew, a sewing and DIY brand, presents a beginner sewing book that teaches a new skill with each 60-minute-or-less project and provides detailed instructions, step-by-step illustrations, tutorials and more to ensure success.

HOB The beeswax workshop
Dalziel, Christine

An environmentally friendly guide to creating safe, highly effective home products, from lotions and salves to candles and cleaners, provides 100 step-by-step recipes that utilize the amazing flexibility of beeswax.

HOB A touch of farmhouse charm
Foureze, Liz

Dozens of beginner-friendly decorating and furniture projects inspired by the trendy rustic country style are organized by room and feature step-by-step photo instructions for options ranging from drop-cloth curtains and a barn wood sofa table to a vintage breadboard and fabric-covered books.

HOB Learn to use two-hole beads with 25 fabulous projects
Morse, Teresa

A treasury of beginner-level projects centered on easy-to-find two-holed beads features an array of necklace and earring options and is complemented by step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow photographs.

HOB Little house of quilts
Roberts, Laura Stone

A collection of pioneer-inspired quilts and accessories captures the nostalgia of Little House on the Prairie through patterns, templates and instructions with simple-to-follow directions to help crafters of all levels create prairie decor for every room in the house.

HOB Magical miniature gardens & homes
Webber, Donni

The crafter, fairy-gardening guru and creator of the website Fairy Gardens takes readers on an enchanting journey to build seven one-of-a-kind mini gardens for fairies that are full with tiny plants and DIY decorations.

HOB Gifts in jars
Wise, Natalie

Provides ideas for making great gifts out of glass jars, as well as great recipes for things to put into glass jars, including a Light-up Fairy Jar, Barbecue Rub, Hot Fudge Topping, Snowglobe Scenes, Citronella Oil Lamp, Bird Feeder, Monster Brownie Mix, Vanilla Citrus Sugar Hand Scrub and many more.

Horror

HOR Blood groove
Bledsoe, Alex

When centuries-old vampire, Baron Rudolfo Zginski, was staked in Wales in 1915, the last thing he expected was to reawaken in Memphis, Tennessee, sixty years later. Reborn into a new world of simmering racial tensions, the cunning nosferatu realizes he must adapt quickly if he is to survive.
**JUVENTILE AGES 5 - 8**

**JVE  Happy Valentine's day**  
Bennett, Elizabeth  
BL-2072  
Hello Kitty can't wait for Valentine's Day! Join Hello Kitty as she celebrates Valentine's Day. Her class is having a big party with red heart-shaped cookies, pink lemonade, and best of all, valentines!

**JVE  Pinkalicious**  
Kann, Victoria  
BL-2070  
After the Pinkertons get carried away at the orchard, they find themselves with more Pink Lady apples than they can eat. It's up to Pinkalicious to figure out what to do with the apples.

**JVE  Most valuable players MVP #3**  
Kelly, David A.  
BL-2073  
The team from Hamilton Elementary School seems bigger and, even worse, just plain mean. Taking on a tough opponent is never easy. Will this bully blitz keep the MVPs off their game? Or can they find a way to huddle together and win the day?

**JVE  Fancy Nancy**  
O'Connor, Jane  
BL-2071  
Violet, Nancy's new buddy at school, is in fifth grade. Every Monday, she and Nancy read together. But when Nancy doesn't see Violet for a few Mondays, Nancy begins to miss her reading buddy.

**JVE  Little Shaq**  
O'Neal, Shaquille  
BL-2075  
Superstar Shaquille O'Neal launches a fun, family-friendly early chapter book series that will be a slam dunk for readers everywhere!

**JVE  Being your best at football**  
Yomtov, Nel  
BL-2074  
Readers will learn what kind of gear they need to play, how the playing field is laid out, and what roles each position on a team plays. They will also learn how to practice football fundamentals and meet some of the biggest stars in the game's history.

**JUVENTILE AGES 8 - 12**

**JVI  Disney Pixar finding Dory cinestory**  
BL-2077  
Disney-Pixar's Finding Dory reunites everyone's favorite forgetful blue tang, Dory, with her friends Nemo and Marlin on a search for answers about her past. What can she remember? Who are her parents? And where did she learn to speak whale?

**JVI  Serafina and the black cloak**  
Beatty, Robert  
BL-2081  
This is the story of a brave and unusual girl who lives secretly in the basement of the grand Biltmore Estate. Serafina and her friend Braeden Vanderbilt must work together to solve a dark and dangerous mystery.

**JVI  The Orvis kids' guide to beginning fly fishing**  
Befus, Tyler  
BL-2084  
Kids can fly fish, too! Fifteen-year-old Tyler Befus loves to fly fish. He has won awards and traveled all over the world to fish in different places. In this guide, Tyler shows that any kid can learn to fly fish. Discover fascinating information about where fish live and what fish eat, and learn tips about what equipment you'll need, casting techniques, and much, much more to get you started on your own fly-fishing adventure.

**JVI  The BFG movie**  
Dahl, Roald  
BL-2078  
The Big Friendly Giant is no ordinary bone-crunching giant. He is far too nice and it's lucky for Sophie that he is. If she had been carried off by any of the other giants she would have been breakfast. When Sophie hears that the giants are headed to England to steal some little children, she and the BFG decide they must stop them once and for all.

**JVI  The World Series curse**  
Kelly, David A.  
BL-2076  
As the Cubs lead the Red Sox in the World Series, Mike and Kate discover that someone is messing with the Cubs' equipment and even stirring up an old baseball curse. Now the Red Sox are coming back! Can Mike and Kate ensure the Series is won fair and square?

**JVI  The wild life of elk**  
Love, Donna  
BL-2085  
What animal can weigh half a ton, run 45 mph with 70 pounds strapped to its skull, belt out haunting bugles that carry for miles, and endure 100 stab wounds a year in its side from fighting? Elk can. This book captures this legendary animal in all its glory, following the species though the seasons and through the centuries. It explores the many habitats in which elk thrive, the mythic growth cycle of their antlers and the intricacies of their social structure.

**JVI  Fast break**  
Lupica, Mike  
BL-2083  
Since his mother's death, Jayson, twelve, has focused on basketball and surviving but he is found out and placed with an affluent foster family of a different race, and must learn to accept many changes, including facing his former teammates in a championship game.
**JVI**  ❝The door by the staircase❞
Marsh, Katherine  BL-2082

Twelve-year-old Mary Hayes can't stand her orphanage for another night. Then a mysterious woman named Madame Z appears at the orphanage requesting to adopt Mary, and the matron's all too happy to get the girl off her hands. Soon, Mary is fed a hearty meal, dressed in a clean, new nightgown and shown to a soft bed with blankets piled high. But when Mary begins to explore the strange nearby town with the help of her new friend, Jacob, she learns a terrifying secret about Madame Z's true identity.

**JVI**  ❝Story thieves❞
Riley, James  BL-2079

Except for reading the Kiel Gnomenfoot magic adventure series, Owen's life is boring until he sees his classmate Bethany climb out of a book in the library and he learns that Bethany is half-fictional and has been searching every book she can find for her missing father, a fictional character.

**JVI**  ❝The stolen chapters❞
Riley, James  BL-2080

Owen Conners would never jump into a mystery. There are too many hidden clues, twists that make no sense, and an ending you never see coming. Mysteries are just not Owen's thing. So how exactly did he end up in one with his memory erased? And that's far from the only question.

**JVP**  ❝Batman strikes back❞
BL-2063

When the Penguin strikes, Batman strikes back! It's a high-tech battle to save Gotham City.

**JVP**  ❝Creatures of crime❞
BL-2064

Get the facts from tooth to claw on all the villains of Gotham City.

**JVP**  ❝Thomas and the buzzy bees❞
Awdry, W.  BL-2066

Thomas the Tank Engine tries to outrun some pesky bees that are following the flowers he's hauling.

**JVP**  ❝Stripes and the jungle horn❞
Berrios, Frank  BL-2068

Stripes hits the track with Blaze, AJ, and all the truck friends from Nickelodeon's "Blaze and the Monster Machines"!

**JVP**  ❝The right track❞
Jordan, Apple  BL-2067

Anna, Elsa, and their friends from Disney "Frozen" embark on a new adventure with the help of the Northern Lights in this Step 2 deluxe Step into Reading leveled reader.

**JVP**  ❝Here comes Peter Cottontail❞
Karl, Linda  BL-2273

Follows the efforts of Peter Cottontail to compete against the nefarious Iron Tail in order to secure his position as the Easter Bunny.

**JVP**  ❝Tooth Fairy's night❞
Ransom, Candice  BL-2069

The tooth fairy performs her duties over the course of a night.

**JVP**  ❝Big fish, little fish❞
Webster, Christy  BL-2065

Join Dory, Nemo, and the rest of their friends in this Step 1 Deluxe Step into Reading based on Disney/Pixar" Finding Dory"!

**JYV**  ❝Never always sometimes❞
Alsaid, Adi  BL-2092

Best friends Dave and Julia were determined to never be cliché high school kids. They even wrote their own Never List of everything they vowed they'd never, ever do in high school. Most of the rules have been easy to follow, like #5, never dye your hair a color of the rainbow, or #7, never hook up with a teacher. Sometimes rules are meant to be broken.

**JYV**  ❝The revolt❞
Bond, Douglas  BL-2164

A humble scribe at the battle of Crey, Hugh Westall, embarks on a risky mission-helping John Wycliffe translate the Bible into English against the wishes of a corrupt church.

**JYV**  ❝The scorpion rules❞
Bow, Erin  BL-2091

The children of world leaders are held hostage in an attempt to keep the peace in this slyly humorous, starkly thought-provoking novel.

**JYV**  ❝Chasing truth❞
Cross, Julie  BL-2089

When former con artist Eleanor Ames's homecoming date commits suicide, she's positive there's something more going on. The more questions she asks, though, the more she crosses paths with Miles Beckett. He's sexy, mysterious, "arrogant" and he's asking all the same questions.
JVY   Forget tomorrow
Dunn, Pintip BL-2087
Thrilling sci-fi romance set in a futuristic world where society is built around memories being sent back from the future.

JVY   The replacement crush
Roberts, Lisa Brown BL-2088
After book blogger Vivian Galdi’s longtime crush pretends their secret summer kissing sessions never happened, Vivian creates a list of "safe" crushes, determined to protect her heart. But nerd-hot Dallas, the sweet new guy in town, sends the mission and Vivian’s zing meter into chaos. While designing software for the bookstore where Vivian works, Dallas wages a counter-mission.

JVY   Nerve
Ryan, Jeanne BL-2093
As a player in NERVE, an anonymous game of dares broadcast live online, high-schooler Vee is unhappy to be watched constantly but finds it exhilarating to be paired with handsome Ian taking ever riskier dares, until the stakes become too high.

JVY   Spindle
Slayton, Shonna BL-2086
Briar Rose knows her life will never be a fairy tale. She's raising her siblings on her own, her wages at the spinning mill have been cut, and the boy she thought she had a future with has eyes for someone else. Most days it feels like her best friend, Henry Prince, is the only one in her corner though with his endless flirty jokes, how can she ever take him seriously? When a mysterious peddler offers her a magic spindle that could make her more money, sneaking it into the mill seems worth the risk.

JVY   Wayfarer
St Crow, Lili BL-2246
In this retelling of Cinderella, Ellen Sinder's violent stepmother terrifies her, her plan for surviving and getting through high school quietly begins to unravel, and Auntie, an odd old woman who takes her in, may not be as kindly as she appears.

JVY   Zeroes
Westerfeld, Scott BL-2090
Told from separate viewpoints, this book tells the tale of teens Scam, Crash, Flicker, Anonymous, Bellwether, and Kelsie, all born in the year 2000 and living in Cambria, California, who have superhuman abilities that give them interesting but not heroic lives until they must work as a community to respond to a high stakes crisis.

(Gardening)

GAR   Better Homes and Gardens January 2017
Better Homes and Gardens BL-2028
Bedding A to Z; Slow cooker recipes we love; The power of neutrals; Relax, renew, reset at home with Julianne Hough.

GAR   Better Homes and Gardens February 2017
Better Homes and Gardens BL-2035
Be mine: 76 ways to celebrate Valentine’s Day and every day; Cast iron: the must-have skillet; Color: punch up your décor with tropical.

(Health/Diet/Exercise)

HEA   Prevention November 2016
Prevention Magazine BL-2004
Free mini coloring page; Eat clean, lose weight: readers share their success stories, plus a sample day of delicious meals; Have they found the cure for cancer?; Smart solutions for sugar cravings, back pain, IBS; Mourning becomes her: Audrey Pellicano became a widow at age 37, now her mission is to help other people cope with loss; Diabetes in the family: how do you lead your spouse toward healthy habits without hurting your marriage?

HEA   Prevention December 2016
Prevention Magazine BL-2018
Enjoy the food, lose the pounds; 6 simple moves to soothe joints instantly; How to stop thinning hair, holiday stress, back pain; Are you getting the latest treatment?

HEA   Prevention January 2017
Prevention Magazine BL-2025
Lean for life! In just 10 minutes a day; Instant de-stressing tricks; 30 secrets of the super healthy; Get real relief: knee problems, chronic pain, low energy; Natural flu busters.

HEA   Prevention February 2017
Prevention Magazine BL-2033
Double your energy! 85 tips to supercharge your life; Quick + easy 1-bowl meals; The secret language of pets; Problems solved: sore throat, snoring, winter blues.

(History)

Department of Cultural Affairs BL-2021
Lighting the way in NM; Historic side trips; Be the dinosaur; Sheep of lineage; Holiday event calendar.
Still married to his high school sweetheart! Jon Bon Jovi: my untold story. After 3 wild decades of fame, the father of 4 opens up about his life on the road, and how he and wife Dorothea keep their love strong; Meet Harry’s American girlfriend! All about the actress who charmed a prince; People bonus: 25 women changing the world; True crime: vanishing husband, his 23-year secret life.

2016 election: President Trump – his life, his family & his astonishing journey to the White House; Michael Buble’s son’s cancer crisis; Anna Kendrick: perfectly imperfect.

A family’s nightmare. Murder in the woods: who killed this young mother & her children? A surviving daughter’s 35-year fight for justice; Princess Kate’s secret weapon! Her amazing mom, Carole; Warren Beatty: on his life & loves; Gosselin exclusive: my secret fling with Harrison Ford.

Kennedy secrets. What Jackie really knew: new details about her complicated marriage to JFK, her suicidal despair after his death and how she found the strength to go on; Florence Henderson 1934-2016: from tragic childhood to Brady Bunch stardom; True crime: a doctor’s deadly revenge; Kim’s new crisis: inside Kanye’s breakdown; DWTS wedding! Mark Ballas's big day.

Exclusive People interview: The Obamas say goodbye: the first couple open up about their life together & last days in the White House; 2016: the year in pictures, plus tributes, splits & more; Abducted California mom: shocking details, new questions; Bradley Cooper’s baby news!

The stars of HGTV’s Flip or Flop: a marriage explodes. Fights, guns & the pressures of fame. Inside the dramatic split of Christina and Tarek El Moussa; Brad Pitt: his latest battle with Angelina; Exclusive: Bachelorette’s JoJo & Jordan, wedding & baby plans!; Star Wars Rogue One! Behind the scenes; John Glenn (1921-2016) An American hero; Texas teenager bullied to death.

Reese Witherspoon!! My family Christmas: kids, cookies & caroling. The Sing star opens up about her southern holiday traditions and how she makes the season special for her 3 children; The Property Brothers: Drew gets engaged!; Royal secrets: the untold story of Queen Elizabeth; Exclusive: Duggar baby news! Jill & Derick expecting No. 2; 1947-2016 Alan Thicke: goodbye to America’s dad.

Debbie Reynolds (1932-2016), Carrie Fisher (1956-2016): the triumphs, talent & private pain of a pop superstar; Carrie Fisher’s shocking collapse: her family’s vigil; The bad-boy bachelor spills his secrets!; J.Lo & Drake: hot new romance? A very royal Christmas; Alaskan Bush People: the Brown family is back.

How I lost 42 lbs! Oprah’s emotional interview. The superstar, 62, gets candid about her years of diet struggles & how she triumphed with Weight Watchers, without giving up bread, chips or wine!; Ryan & Emma! The Golden Globes duo, their lives, loves & friendship; True crime: middle school murder plot; Plus! 11 women who lost half their size, and kept it off.

Exclusive prison interview: ‘I didn’t kill my family’. Jeffrey MacDonald speaks: new details, after 35 years behind bars for murdering his pregnant wife and 2 children, the former Green Beret surgeon says new evidence points to the real killers; Super Bowl snacks! Best recipes ever; Shocking feud: inside the bitter rift between Aaron Rodgers & his brother Jordan; Beauty special: Red Carpet looks at drugstore prices!; True crime: stolen baby found after 18 years.

Exclusive! Katherine Heigl, new baby, new life! Why the mom of 3 left Hollywood and learned to lighten up; How Brad Pitt’s moving on: spending time with the kids & rebuilding his world; New prison interview: the Menendez brothers; Dance Moms’ Abby Lee Miller: will she go to jail?; Special report: the inauguration & Women’s march.
LIF ▶ People Magazine February 13, 2017
People Magazine    BL-2275
Mary Tyler Moore: 1936-2017. Her life in pictures, her triumphs & tragedies, farewell to a TV icon; Families torn apart: faces of the immigration ban; Duggar daughters: talk babies & weddings!

(Nature, Science, History)

NAT ▶ National Geographic November 2016
National Geographic    BL-2005
Mars: race to the red planet. Humankind’s next big mission is Mars. But how long until we get there? Special poster, colonizing Mars; Changing Cuba: here comes the wave. A warming relationship with the U.S. has an upbeat but wary Cuba bracing for an onslaught of tourists from its Cold War adversary; Fragile peace: Sri Lanka is beginning to reckon with the aftermath of a brutal civil war, tens of thousands homeless, tens of thousands still missing.

NAT ▶ National Geographic December 2016
National Geographic    BL-2016
Healing power of faith: scientists are discovering how belief through placebos, rituals, and mystical experiences, can affect the way we heal; Orangutans at risk: researchers are gaining vital insights into the private lives of orangutans, but the elusive red apes face a precarious future; Putin generation: young Russians grew up after the Soviet Union fell and Vladimir Putin came to power. Where will they take their country?; Future of parks: America’s national parks will always be beautiful, but a warming climate forces us to accept that they can’t be frozen in time.

NAT ▶ National Geographic January 2017
National Geographic    BL-2026
Special issue: gender revolution; Making a man: the science of gender; American girl; Dangerous lives of girls; Dads at home; Girls at risk; Equality.

NAT ▶ National Geographic February 2017
National Geographic    BL-2240
Saving our oceans; A widow’s life; Wildcats; Birth of booze; Explore: what we eat, what we wish we could eat, and why eating bugs isn’t so bad.

(Southwest)

SW ▶ El Palacio Magazine Winter 2016
Department of Cultural Affairs    BL-2022
Ricardo Cate in 3D; Kuaua’s new narratives; Aerial photography time travel; birth of an art scene.

(Women Studies)

WOM ▶ O: the Oprah magazine November 2016
Oprah Magazine    BL-2000
You never forget your first time: the thrill, and power! Of casting your vote; Why is this woman smiling? Because she followed our easy make-ahead Thanksgiving plan (and you can, too!); The road to real riches: why giving back is so good for your wallet; 5 simple ways to boost your health in 2 minutes or less!; Do you enjoy a fine whine? How to stop wallowing for good.

WOM ▶ O: the Oprah magazine December 2016
Oprah Magazine    BL-2009
Oprah’s favorite things! ; 10 best books of 2016; Gifts that uplift: when is a present unforgettable?; Actor Ismael Cruz Cordova on his journey from Sesame Street to Ang Lee’s latest film.

WOM ▶ O: the Oprah magazine January 2017
Oprah Magazine    BL-2019
Live big!: This land was made for you and me; Oprah kicks off her most thrilling year yet with a soul-expanding visit to the Grand Canyon; Boldly going! Five women explore uncharted territory from New Jersey to Japan and discover something remarkable about themselves; Singer John Legend on finding your true voice.

WOM ▶ O: the Oprah magazine February 2017
Oprah Magazine    BL-2038
How to be a happier camper: a free & easy road map for moving forward in your life; O’s go-for-it guide to getting unstuck: whether you want to make a big leap or simply get out of a rut, we’re here with just the push you need; Beat the clock: essentials for youthful, radiant skin at any age.

MYS ▶ For cheddar or worse
Aames, Avery    LP-4916
LARGE PRINT. It's time for the annual Cheese Festival in Providence, Ohio, and Charlotte Bessette's cheese shop is packed with homemade specialties. Meanwhile, her friend Erin is prepping her dairy farm and inn for cheese makers, marketers, journalists, and one surprise guest Lara Berry, pretentious cheese whiz, pompous bestselling author, and pungent critic whose extra sharp tongue can crumble a reputation.

MYS ▶ Behind chocolate bars
Aarons, Kathy    BL-2104
While preparing for the annual West Riverdale Halloween Fair, business partners Michelle and Erica find themselves trick-or-treating for the truth as they try to prove the innocence of one of Erica's comic-book club members when he is accused of murder.
MYS  Pop goes the murder
Abbott, Kristi   BL-2255
When her ex-husband offers to feature her breakfast bars and popcorn fudge on his popular cooking show, Rebecca Anderson becomes embroiled in a murder investigation after she discovers his assistant is found electrocuted in a hotel bathroom.

MYS  The Hammett hex
Abbott, Victoria   BL-2107
While on a romantic trip to San Francisco with Officer Tyler "Smiley" Dekker, Jordan Bingham, in the process of returning a rare copy of Dashiell Hammett's Red Harvest for her employer, discovers that someone is trying to kill them.

MYS  The good, the bad and the guacamole
Adler, Rebecca   BL-2145
When her best friend, Patti Lopez, is accused of murdering her ex-boyfriend, smooth-talking country crooner Jeff Clark, Tex-Mex waitress and part-time reporter Josie Callahan must put her sleuthing skills to good use to serve up the real killer.

MYS  Fudge and jury
Alexander, Ellie   BL-2252
When her competitor, famed chocolatier Evan Rowe of Confections Couture, meets his demise after sampling a slice of her four-layer decadent chocolate cake, Jules falls under scrutiny and must sift through the ingredients to whip up the truth and the real killer.

MYS  Dead, bath, and beyond
Bartlett, Lorraine   BL-2210
When her former employer is found dead in a bathtub at a B&B in Victoria Square after making a huge scene, Katie Bonner, the owner of Artisans Alley, must solve the crime quickly before her business and her freedom hit rock bottom.

MYS  Powdered peril
Beck, Jessica   LP-4918
LARGE PRINT. It's hard to keep a secret in April Springs, especially about a no-good cheater like Peter Morgan. Donut shop owner Suzanne Hart has tried to be civil with the guy since he's dating her best friend Grace. Then Grace shows up at her doorstep sobbing, and Suzanne is the first to admit she's glad the relationship is over. She's also the first to spot the footprints leading to Peter's dead body. Now, instead of the usual morning donuts, the police are rounding up suspects and shifting through clues.

MYS  The witch and the dead
Blake, Heather   BL-2118
When she discovers a pile of old bones in her Aunt Ve's garage under a mess of memories and forgotten possessions, wish-granting witch Darcy Merriweather must solve a cold case to keep her aunt from doing a spell in prison.

MYS  Twice told tail
Brandon, Ali   BL-2220
While being suspicious of an anonymous online bidder who is offering a lot of money for one of her antique books, Darla Pettistone is roped into helping bridezilla Connie Capello get ready for her big day, until their shopping excursion ends in murder.

MYS  Mrs. Jeffries wins the prize
Brightwell, Emily   LP-4917
LARGE PRINT. When an orchid hunter and supplier is found dead in Mrs. Helena Rayburn's conservatory, Mrs. Jeffries helps Inspector Witherspoon dig up some suspects to weed out a murderer who has turned friendly rivalry into a deadly game.

MYS  The big chili
Buckley, Julia   LP-4906
LARGE PRINT. Lilah Drake's Covered Dish business discreetly provides the residents of Pine Haven, Illinois, with delicious, fresh-cooked meals they can claim they cooked themselves. But when one of her concoctions is used to poison a local woman, Lilah finds herself in a pot-load of trouble.

MYS  Guilty as cinnamon
Budewitz, Leslie   LP-4896
LARGE PRINT. Business is cooking, until one of Pepper's potential clients, a young chef named Tamara Langston, is found dead, her life extinguished by the dangerously hot ghost chili, a spice Pepper carries in her shop. Now stuck in the middle of a heated police investigation, Pepper must use all her senses to find out who wanted to keep Tamara's new cafe from opening, before someone else gets burned.

MYS  Killing thyme
Budewitz, Leslie   BL-2110
When she encounters an old friend who disappeared years ago, and who then is murdered only days later, spice shop owner Pepper Reece digs up the dirt on Seattle's Pike Place Market to catch a killer only to place her own life in danger.

MYS  A turn for the bad
Connolly, Sheila   LP-4900
LARGE PRINT. Boston expat Maura Donovan still has a lot to learn about Irish ways, she didn't only inherit a pub, she inherited a tight-knit community. When a local farmer out for a stroll on the beach with his son mysteriously disappears, Maura decides to investigate. But this time she may be getting in over her head.

MYS  Seeds of deception
Connolly, Sheila   BL-2115
While honeymooning at Monticello and enjoying Thomas Jefferson's orchards, newlyweds Meg and Seth discover that something rotten is going on at home and must cut their vacation short when the police pick Meg's father as the killer of a handyman.
MYS  Spouse on Haunted Hill
Copperman, E. J.  BL-2218
When the cops show up at her doorstep, searching for her ex-husband who, owing some scary people a lot of money, has disappeared and left a body in his wake, Alison Kerby, with the help of ghosts Maxie and Paul, sets out to find her ex and clear him of the murder before the bad guys get to him first.

MYS  Bell, book & candlemas
David, Jennifer  BL-2251
With the Wiccan holiday of Candlemas right around the corner, Keli, who keeps her religion secret from her colleagues, clients and new boyfriend, must make a tough decision when a hate crime targets Wiccans that escalates to murder and the community turns to her for help.

MYS  First degree mudder
Dyer-Seeley, Kate  BL-2212
An outdoor writer, Meg Reed, deciding to take her job to the next level, trains hard for Mud, Sweat & Beers, an extreme 5K mud run, only to find herself getting down and dirty in a murder investigation when her coach, Billy the Tank, is found dead.

MYS  Death by pumpkin spice
Erickson, Alex  BL-2106
When a woman is found strangled to death during a Halloween party at Yarborough mansion, bookstore cafe owner Krissy Hancock, with the estate on lockdown and a killer roaming the halls, must help Officer Paul Dalton find the truth, while confronting some hard and terrifying truths of her own.

MYS  Dying for strawberries
Farrow, Sharon  BL-2048
While helping the town of Oriole Point, Michigan, prepare for its first annual Strawberry Moon Bash, Marlee Jacob, the owner of the Berry Basket, must also deal with her missing best friend, a seedy man who threatens to crush her business and a dead body that is linked to her past, and which could permanently stain her future.

MYS  It's your party, die if you want to
Fee, Vicki  BL-2109
While planning a riverboat gambler-themed engagement party, a murder mystery dinner for charity and a businesswoman’s retreat, party planner Live McKay must solve the murder of a party girl with a penchant for married men and with the help of her best friend, but her efforts are thwarted by a killer with one seriously haunting vendetta.

MYS  Dandelion dead
Fiedler, Chrystle  BL-2057
Shop owner and naturopathic doctor Willow McQuade, while helping husband-and-wife team David and Ivy create an organic winery powered only by wind and sun, takes a holistic approach to solving a murder when Ivy's twin sister is poisoned during the grand opening.

MYS  Crime and poetry
Flower, Amanda  LP-4901
LARGE PRINT. Violet Waverly rushes home to her ailing grandmother to find it was all a ploy to get her closer to home. Violet begins working in Charming Books, her grandma's magical bookshop. Soon a dead man is discovered clutching a volume of Emily Dickinson's poems and Violet is caught up in the mystery.

MYS  Prose and cons
Flower, Amanda  BL-2216
When she finds one of the members of the local writing group dead right before the annual Food and Wine Festival, Violet, after the shop magically tells her she will need to rely on the works of Edgar Allan Poe to solve the murder, must act fast before someone else's heart beats nevermore.

MYS  Deadly memories
Fluke, Joanne  BL-2211
The survivor of a car crash, but suffering from amnesia, Maura Thomas, who has no recollection of her husband, her daughter or her Beverly Hills boutique, starts piecing together the fragments of her previous life, only to discover that not everyone around her is who they claim to be.

MYS  The trespasser
French, Tana  LP-4908
LARGE PRINT. An ongoing campaign to intimidate her out of the Murder Squad complicates Detective Antoinette Conway's high-pressure investigation into the death of a highly polished and unsettling familiar woman whose demise reveals a growing number of secrets.

MYS  Just one evil act
George, Elizabeth  LP-4927
LARGE PRINT. Supporting a friend who has lost custody of his young daughter, Barbara and her partner, Inspector Thomas Lynley, are further shocked when the girl's mother reports that the child has been kidnapped as part of a plot that risks Barbara's career.

MYS  Death at first sight
Gregory, Lena  BL-2047
When she is arrested for the murder of her client Ellie's mother, psychic Cass Donovan, out on bail, is determined to prove her innocence and save Ellie from meeting the fate in her unfortunate vision that started this whole mess.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>BL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paint the town dead</strong></td>
<td>Haddock, Nancy</td>
<td>BL-2142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When their artist friend, Doralee, is accused of killing her ex's new fiancée, Leslee Stanton Nix, aka &quot;Nixy,&quot; and the Silver Six, which consists of her retired Aunt Sherry and her trouble-making housemates, must put their heads together to find the real culprit.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A killer kebab</strong></td>
<td>Hardy, Susannah</td>
<td>BL-2147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgie decides to investigate when her divorce lawyer is found dead in the middle of the Bonaparte House's renovation and her ex-dishwasher Russ Riley is arrested for murder.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saddle up for murder</strong></td>
<td>Hearon, Leigh</td>
<td>BL-2148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When one of her horses is savagely slaughtered and the body of a young woman is found hanging in her new hay barn, horse trainer and Carson Stables owner Annie Carson must follow a deadly trail of clues to bring a killer to justice, while dealing with an unexpected mystery that involves her private life.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hooking for trouble</strong></td>
<td>Hechtman, Betty</td>
<td>BL-2146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When she believes she has witnessed a murder, Molly Pink, the founder of the Tarzana Hookers' Yarn University, calls in her ex, homicide detective Barry Greenberg, who reports that nothing is amiss, forcing her to unravel the clues herself to find the truth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frosty the dead man</strong></td>
<td>Husom, Christine</td>
<td>BL-2213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When she finds Mayor Lewis Frost, &quot;Frosty&quot; to his friends, dead, apparently struck by the snow globe she sold him earlier, curio shop owner Camryn Brooks must shake things up to find a killer who is cold as ice.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The ghosts of Misty Hollow</strong></td>
<td>Jaffarian, Sue Ann</td>
<td>BL-2214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While visiting a best-selling crime writer who needs her input as a medium, Emma Whitecastle is immediately contacted by a family of ghosts who originally owned the historic Massachusetts farmhouse and need her help in locating the spirits of their two children who disappeared, which results in the appearance of a dead body.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>By familiar means</strong></td>
<td>James, Delia</td>
<td>BL-2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While painting murals in a new coffee house, witch and artist Annabelle Britton is asked by the owners to evict a restless spirit before the grand opening, which leads to the discovery of hidden smugglers' tunnels beneath the shop, a dead body and a killer with a score to settle.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digging up the dirt</strong></td>
<td>James, Miranda</td>
<td>BL-2140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When eligible bachelor Hadley Partridge returns to Athena to restore his family mansion, which turns up a dead body, An'gel and Dickce Ducote, while planning the Athena Garden Club's spring tour of grand old homes, must weed through the clues to discover the killer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A ghostly reunion</strong></td>
<td>Kappes, Tonya</td>
<td>BL-2253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Lee, the proprietor of the Eternal Slumber Funeral Home, is saddled with the ghost of her high school nemesis Jade Lee Peel who wants her to solve her murder so she can cross over, but not before coming between Emma and her hunky boyfriend, Sheriff Jack Henry Ross.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Above the paw</strong></td>
<td>Kelly, Diane</td>
<td>BL-2206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When students fall seriously ill after ingesting a &quot;club drug&quot; also known as ecstasy, Officer Megan Luz and her K-9 partner Brigit go undercover to track down the dealers and distributor, only to be led in an unexpected and dangerous direction that could get them killed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paws and effect</strong></td>
<td>Kelly, Sofie</td>
<td>BL-2113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When her old beau, Detective Marcus Gordon, is accused of murder, resourceful librarian Kathleen, and her magical felines, must paw through the clues to discover who is trying to frame him for murder.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Putting on the witch</strong></td>
<td>Lavene, Joyce</td>
<td>BL-2114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited to finally attend the exclusive Witches Ball, Molly and Elsie find their enchanting time marred by murder, and, with the whole place on lockdown, an angry council and a real Spanish Inquisitor breathing down their necks, they must move fast to conjure up a cunning killer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Better off thread</strong></td>
<td>Lee, Amanda</td>
<td>BL-2207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While playing elf to Captain Moe's Santa for sick children at a local hospital, embroidery shop owner Marcy stumbles upon the dead body of the hospital's administrator and must, with the help of her police officer boyfriend and her Irish Wolfhound, find out who is trying to pin this murder on Moe.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The semi-sweet hereafter</strong></td>
<td>London, Colette</td>
<td>BL-2116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While in London to lend her expertise on all things chocolate to a posh chocolatier-patisserie, detective constable Hayden Mundy Moore stumbles upon the dead body of a sexy celebrity chef who just happens to be the ex-husband of Hayden's client and must unravel the clues to catch a killer with a sweet tooth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MYS ✶ Crime and catnip
LoTempio, T. C. BL-2208
Agreeing to look into the disappearance of a museum director's niece, caterer Nora Charles and her faithful feline, Nick, are plunged into a world of coded messages, false identities and murder where they must solve this mystery in order to survive.

MYS ✶ High kicks, hot chocolate, and homicides
McHugh, Mary BL-2108
When the Happy Hoofers score a gig at New York City's Radio City Music Hall with the legendary Rockettes during the Christmas Spectacular, the toe-tapping troupe must solve a murder in between rehearsals and sightseeing before someone else dances to their death.

MYS ✶ Assault and beret
McKinlay, Jenn BL-2250
Searching for the man she impulsively eloped with years ago to have their marriage annulled, London milliner Vivian Tremont arrives in Paris where she and her best friend get involved in the search for a masterpiece stolen by a master of deception.

MYS ✶ Custom baked murder
Mugavero, Liz BL-2209
While planning her new pet patisserie and cafe and living-in-bliss with her boyfriend, Kristan "Stan" Connor investigates the murder of the mayor's executive coach, Eleanor Chang, a woman known for her unsavory business tactics to discover who fatally pushed her off the corporate ladder.

MYS ✶ Thoreau at Devil's Perch
Oak, B.B. BL-2095
Henry David Thoreau leaves the seclusion of Walden Pond to help investigate a series of murders in the first in B.B. Oak's fascinating new historical mystery series, set against the bucolic backdrop of 19th century New England.

MYS ✶ Third time's a crime
Orgain, Diana BL-2257
Contestants on an all-new show set in a haunted castle in Golden, California, ex-detective Georgia Thornton and nine other people must solve the disappearance of a teenage girl at the castle in 1960, and find themselves close to the truth when someone gets murdered.

MYS ✶ The accidental alchemist
Pandian, Gigi LP-4921
LARGE PRINT. Unpacking in her new hometown of Portland, Oregon, herbalist and reformed alchemist Zoe Faust can't help but notice she's picked up a stowaway Dorian Robert-Houdin is a living, breathing three-and-half-foot gargoyle, not to mention a master of French cuisine, and he needs Zoe's expertise to decipher a centuries-old text. Zoe isn't so sure she wants to reopen her alchemical past, until the dead man on her porch leaves her no choice.

MYS ✶ Haunted is always in fashion
Pressey, Rose BL-2215
Vintage fashion expert Cookie Chanel, agreeing to share her vast knowledge with author Juliana McDaniel, instead finds herself writing a completely different story when Juliana is shot dead, and, with the help of her psychic cat and a couple of inquisitive ghosts, must close the book on a killer.

MYS ✶ All things murder
Quigley, Jeanne LP-4922
LARGE PRINT. Actress Veronica Walsh returns to her hometown after her soap opera is cancelled, and life imitates art when she finds her neighbor's body. Assuming the role of sleuth, Veronica fingers suspects in the powerful businesswoman's death, a tenant threatened with eviction, a developer whose deal she thwarted, and a broken-hearted suitor, and gathers clues. Will Veronica solve the case?

MYS ✶ Apprentice in death
Robb, J. D. BL-2249
Investigating a Central Park sniper attack that has left three dead, Eve Dallas discovers that the killer was potentially miles away from the victims and may be the protégé of an even more deranged shooter.

MYS ✶ Festive in death
Robb, J. D. LP-4893
LARGE PRINT. Investigating the untimely murder of a narcissistic personal trainer who left a string of broken hearts in his wake, Lieutenant Eve Dallas sorts through a long list of suspects while juggling seasonal demands, including her husband's upcoming holiday bash.

MYS ✶ Iced under
Ross, Barbara BL-2254
When her great-grandmother's black diamond necklace that disappeared in the 1920s arrives in the mail, Julia, the proprietor of the Snowden Family Clambake Company, must solve the mystery surrounding the unexplained death of her long-lost cousin in order to protect her mother's inheritance.

MYS ✶ Telling tails
Ryan, Sofie BL-2256
When her friend and employee, Rose, witnesses a murder, but no one believes her, Sarah Grayson and her senior sleuths known as Charlotte's Angels are determined to find the truth before the killer strikes again.

MYS ✶ Escape clause
Sandford, John LP-4948
LARGE PRINT. Virgil Flowers' investigation into the theft of two rare Siberian tigers from the Minnesota zoo is complicated by a summer visit from his girlfriend's sister, who would seduce him.
MYS Shades of wrath
Smith, Karen Rose BL-2217
Hired to decorate a run-down mansion, which will now house Kismet, Pennsylvania's women's shelter, home stager and stray animal rescuer Caprice De Luca must instead design an investigation that will expose a crafty killer after the shelter's director is murdered.

MYS Murder of a cranky catnapper
Swanson, Denise BL-2112
When her pet therapy project ends in murder, Scumble River School psychologist Skye Denison Boyd must find out who killed a curmudgeonly school board member before she meets the same fate.

MYS The cat, the collector and the killer
Sweeney, Leann LP-4915
LARGE PRINT. When she and her police chief husband find a disoriented woman wandering the streets with a kitten in a tote bag and many more cats at her house, along with a dead body, Jillian Hart must play a game of cat-and-mouse with the real killer to prove this woman's innocence.

MYS Corpse in the crystal ball
Townsend, Kari Lee LP-4924
LARGE PRINT. After clearing her name as the prime suspect in a murder, psychic Sunny Meadows hopes she can finally enjoy some serenity in the idyllic upstate New York town of Divinity. She'd also like a second chance with Detective Mitch Stone. But when Mitch's gorgeous ex-girlfriend Isabel shows up, Sunny's not sure she can compete. Then Isabel disappears. When the police turn to Sunny for help, her visions lead to the discovery of Isabel's corpse in the woods. Before she died, Isabel scrawled a message in the dirt implicating Mitch in her murder.

MYS Tangled up in a brew
Tremel, Joyce BL-2117
When a nasty food critic winds up dead after eating one of her chef boyfriend's burgers during the Three Rivers Brews and Burgers Festival, brew pub owner Maxine O'Hare, to save both of their reputations, and their lives, must serve up a killer.

MYS Masking for trouble
Vallere, Diane BL-2111
When the venture capitalist who was trying to push out local businesses, including hers, is found dead during a Halloween party, costume shop owner Margo Tamblyn is the top suspect and must unmask the real killer before she is forced to wear prison stripes.

MYS Dangling by a thread
Wait, Lea BL-2105
Hermit Jesse Lockhart lives alone on King's Island, three miles east of Haven Harbor, Maine, where he's created a private sanctuary for the endangered Great Cormorants. But when a wealthy family wants to buy the island and Jesse's cousin Simon petitions for power of attorney to force him to sell, Jesse is the one who becomes endangered.

MYS The care and management of lies
Winspear, Jacqueline LP-4926
LARGE PRINT. By July 1914, the ties between Kezia Marchant and Thea Brissenden, friends since girlhood, have become strained, by Thea's passionate embrace of women's suffrage, and by the imminent marriage of Kezia to Thea's brother, Tom, who runs the family farm. When Kezia and Tom wed just a month before war is declared between Britain and Germany, Thea's gift to Kezia is a book on household management, a veiled criticism of the bride's prosaic life to come.

NAT 100 plants to feed the bees BL-2199
A user-friendly field guide, in response to the international bee crisis threatening our global food supply, shows what we can do to help protect our pollinators by providing profiles of 100 common flowers, herbs, shrubs and trees that attract bees, butterflies, moths and hummingbirds.

REF The old farmer's almanac 2017 BL-2143
Presents a compilation of practical advice and folklore, featuring weather forecasts for the United States, planting tables, health remedies, horoscopes, recipes, games and puzzles and other entertaining and useful information, all in an attractive layout with dozens of full-color pages.

ROM When love arrives
Alexander, Johnnie BL-2102
Following an accidental meeting, Brett and Dani think they have nothing in common. So why do they keep finding ways to be together? And what will happen when Brett finds out who she really is?

ROM Where she belongs
Alexander, Johnnie BL-2101
In this emotionally rich contemporary romance, a young widow determined to reclaim her cherished family home clashes with the handsome yet infuriating current owner who has let it fall into ruin.
Swearing off men, Sissy Sue Bentley, the new owner of the local cafe, struggles with her growing feelings for cowboy Ben Sterling who keeps showing up whenever she needs help, especially when her past comes back with a vengeance.

Returning home to Misty Bottoms to start a new life and open a shop, newly divorced single mother Tansy Calhoun comes face-to-face with her ex-fiancé, Beck Elliot, and realizes that she needs his help in more ways than she could have ever imagined.

While trying to figure out who set fire to her business, destroying everything she worked so hard to build, Carly Huntington-Reese teams up with a local firefighter who is also a target of the same serial arsonist and together they set out to stop a madman before he strikes again as passion explodes between them.

Arriving in London to claim an unexpected inheritance from the late Earl of Riverdale, orphan Anna Snow turns to the new earl's guardian, the Duke of Netherby, for help in transforming herself into a lady and navigate the very society that threatens to overwhelm her.

When he hires Cora Buchanan, a blind massage therapist, for his spa, Braxton Monroe falls for this fiercely independent beauty who bristles at his protectiveness until a secret from her past threatens to destroy their newfound trust.

In the midst of a career scandal, hard-bodied cop Conn McCormick is assigned to guard pop star Cady Ward, a pleasant distraction while Internal Affairs investigates his case, but when their no-strings affair turns into something neither of them expected and someone threatens Cady's life, he must decide if she is worth the risk.

In the aftermath of her financier husband's suicide, Emma Shay Compton's dream life is shattered. Richard Compton stole his clients' life savings to fund a lavish life in NYC and, although she was never involved in the business, Emma bears the burden of her husband's crimes. She is left with nothing. So she goes home to Sonoma County. But starting over isn't easy, and Sonoma is full of unhappy memories, with people she'd rather not face, especially Riley Kerrigan. Riley and Emma were like sisters, until Riley betrayed Emma, ending their friendship. Emma left town, planning to never look back. Now, trying to stand on her own two feet, Emma can't escape her husband's reputation and is forced to turn to the last person she thought she'd ever ask for help, her former best friend.
ROM  Honor bound
Daniels, B. J.  BL-2126
The oldest daughter of a presidential candidate, Ainsley Hamilton, who has always been the responsible one in the family, becomes the target of a twisted stalker and is rescued by a natural-born cowboy who tempts her like no other, and who is willing to risk his life to save hers.

ROM  The soul of a SEAL
Elizabeth, Anne  BL-2262
Navy SEAL Captain Bennett Oscar Sheraton is determined to stay single while he pursues his dream of being an astronaut, until he meets Dr. Kimberly Warren, a brilliant engineer who draws him in with her intelligence and personality.

ROM  Leopard's fury
Feehan, Christine  BL-2158
When, against her better judgment, she gets involved with Amur leopard shifter Alonzo Massi, bakery owner Evangeline Tregre, unable to resist the call of her leopard shifter blood, finds her life in mortal danger then their secret lives are threatened by an enemy.

ROM  Perfect pleasures
Fletcher Mello, Deborah  BL-2128
World famous MMA champion Zachary Barrett has returned to his home in Phuket, Thailand, and his elite training camp, Revolution, but his toughest match may be with Kenzie Monroe, the gorgeous sports journalist assigned to write an exposé on him.

ROM  Blame it on the cowboy
Fossen, Delores  BL-2120
After walking in on his fiancé with another man, Texas cowboy Logan McCord agrees to a no-strings fling with chef Reese Stephens that unexpectedly leads to something more when their one-night stand becomes the start of a passionate lifetime.

ROM  Holiday in your heart
Fox, Susan  BL-2125
Determined to become a mother, even if she has to do it on her own, 39-year-old Maribeth Scott unexpectedly finds romance with Mo Kincaid who has returned home to Caribou Crossing seeking redemption from his checkered past, but her deep desire for a child and his conviction that he's too flawed to be a father could tear them apart.

ROM  Love, unexpectedly
Fox, Susan  BL-2046
Kat Fallon's luck with men shows no sign of improving. But when she asks her best friend Nav Bharani to be her date at her younger sister's wedding in Vancouver, she has no idea that she's about to get on board the most surprising ride of her life. Nav has been secretly in love with Kat ever since he moved in next door.

ROM  Darkest journey
Graham, Heather  BL-2122
Shocked when her father is implicated in the murders of two Civil War re-enactors, Charlie Moreau reunites with former flame and Krew of Hunters agent Ethan Delaney on a Mississippi River cruise to find the real killer.

ROM  The hero
Grant, Donna  BL-2226
A highly-decorated SEAL, Owen Loughman returns to Texas with a new mission, win back Natalie Reed, the love of his life who he was forced to leave behind.

ROM  Highland chieftain
Howell, Hannah  BL-2124
When she saves an injured man from drowning, Bethoc Matheson, the victim of an abusive father, finds an ally in Sir Callum MacMillan who is determined to be her protector while trying to find out who orchestrated the treacherous attack that led him into her irresistible arms.

ROM  Duke of pleasure
Hoyt, Elizabeth  BL-2152
Disguising herself as a boy by day, dealing in information and secrets, and becoming a masked vigilante at night known as the Ghost of St. Giles, Alf matches wits with the Duke of Kyle, the king's secret weapon, after she saves his life and he hires her to investigate the notorious Lords of Chaos.

ROM  Heated pursuit
Hunt, April  BL-2156
In Honduras to rescue her kidnapped niece, Penny Kline walks straight into a covert ops mission and into the arms of operative Rafe Ortega who agrees to help her infiltrate a master criminal's lair to bring her niece back home where she belongs.

ROM  The danger of desire
Jeffries, Sabrina  BL-2150
Disguising herself as a young man, gambling her way through London's gaming halls to find the man responsible for her brother's death, Miss Delia Trevor is forced to play a cat-and-mouse game with notorious rogue Warren Corry, who threatens to reveal her secret.

ROM  While the Duke was sleeping
Jordan, Sophie  BL-2129
When she is mistaken for the Duke of Autenberry's fiancé after he falls into a coma in her arms, shop girl Poppy Fairchurch is challenged by the Duke's arrogant and much too handsome half-brother, Struan Mackenzie.
Cynical wedding planner Avery is avoiding the advances of seductive wedding guest Joe, who challenges her beliefs about love and commitment.

A bodyguard? Why in the world would a demon need a bodyguard? Yes, it's true Ellina Kostova is only half demon, and an author with a cult following, but that just means strange stuff happens. She isn't in real danger. Heck, she's in more danger from Jude Anthony, the guy her brother has hired to protect her. Because she just cannot be attracted to, well, anyone. She's too much of a demon in bed. No, really. Jude has grown accustomed to being an outcast, adrift in both the mortal and preternatural worlds.

Friendly and bubbly, Julia Padden likes nearly everyone, but her standoffish neighbor, Cain Maddox, presents a particular challenge. No matter how hard she's tried to be nice, Cain rudely rebuffs her at every turn. But when Julia catches Cain stealing her newspaper from the lobby of their apartment building, that's the last straw. She's going to break through Cain's Scrooge-like exterior by killing him with kindness. To track her progress, Julia starts a blog called The Twelve Days of Christmas. Little by little Julia chips away at Cain's gruff facade to reveal the caring man underneath, and unbelievably, she feels herself falling for Cain, and she suspects that he may be falling for her as well.

Working hard to turn her family's cattle ranch into a place where wounded warriors can work, find a home and rebuild their souls, Afghanistan veteran Shaylene Crawford finds an ally on new arrival Reese Lockhart who has her back when someone tries to destroy her dream.

Shiloh Gallagher has fled the trauma from her mother's murder in New York City, and the very real threat left in its wake, to escape to a Wyoming ranch worked by ex-Special Forces Roan Taggart, but the two cannot have a future together until they deal with the danger that has followed Shiloh west.

Selling handmade gifts and re-purposed items in her shop on Main Street, Susan Quincy is unexpectedly reunited with her high school crush, Danny Mayfield, who asked her to prom out of pity, or so she thinks, and discovers that she may have just found her own happily every after.

In the town of Cave Creek, Arizona, Mojo Sheepshanks finds her newfound happiness threatened by danger and a blackmailer threatening her sister as she and her cop boyfriend, Tucker Darroch, work to keep everyone safe.

Stanton Rourke is a steely mercenary, dangerous in every way, especially to Clarisse Carrington's heart. She and Rourke were playmates as children, but she's not the innocent girl he once knew. When tragedy robbed Clarisse of her entire family, her life was changed forever.

Agreeing to let Meredith Grayling, who is hiding from a dangerous stalker, stay on his ranch, Ren Colter, who has lived as a recluse since his fiancée left him years ago, finds his protective instincts kicking and his heart opening up to blonde beauty who has gotten under his skin.

Determined to save the Morgan ranch, historian January Mitchell pins her hopes on Chase Morgan, the owner of a successful technology company, who has come home to help out his grandmother, praying that he will embrace his inner cowboy, and her.

Discovered by the former Chicago quarterback she was hired to tail, ambitious detective Piper Dove pretends to be the athlete's stalker and is subsequently hired as his bodyguard, an arrangement that is threatened by their growing chemistry and a portfolio of eccentric clients.

Moving to a country cottage where she seeks refuge in a paranormally charged garden, Evangeline Ames is rescued from a would-be assassin by the garden's owner, Lucas Sebastian, who taps Evangeline's detective skills to solve a buried-treasure mystery and stop a common enemy.
Ranney, Karen BL-2161
Lorna Gordon, an upstairs maid at Blackhall Castle, finds Alex Russell, the Duke of Kinross, to be the most tempting man she's ever seen, and completely unattainable, until, at a fancy dress ball, Lorna disguises herself as Marie Antoinette and pursues an illicit tryst.

Raye, Kimberly BL-2163
When Jenna Tucker, tired of her family's moonshine business, finds an old trunk in the attic that proves the feud between the Sawyers and Tuckers was caused by something bigger than a disagreement over a moonshine recipe, she sets out to find the truth, which could change the history of the entire town of Rebel.

Roberts, Nora BL-2121
As the hunt for the Star of Ice leads the six guardians to Ireland, Doyle, the immortal, must face his tragic past. Three centuries ago, he closed off his heart, yet his warrior spirit is still drawn to the wild. And there's no one more familiar with the wild than Riley, and the wolf within her.

Ryan, Jennifer BL-2123
When she receives a life-changing inheritance, Luna Hill decides to stay in the small ranching town in which she grew up, but not everyone is happy about her good fortune and Colt Kendrick, who has loved her from afar, makes it his mission to keep her safe, and make her his.

Showalter, Gena BL-2151
Bound to the king of the underworld in exchange for his release after centuries in purgatory, Baden devolves into an enraged killer and abducts a young bride who has been forced to marry a brutal man to protect her loved ones.

Singh, Nalini BL-2149
When one of the most vicious archangels in the world goes missing, and her lands fall into chaos, Elena, guild hunter-turned-angel, and her archangelic lover, Raphael, unearth shocking truths that change everything Elena thinks she knows about who she is.

Snow, Jennifer BL-2160
Starting a new life in her hometown of Glenwood Falls, Colorado, after leaving her two-timing NHL-star husband, Abigail Jansen skates on thin ice when her daughter makes the junior hockey team and the coach is none other than Jackson Westmore, who happens to hate her.

Warnier, Kaki BL-2180
Seeking vengeance for a tragic past, Tyree Benton joined the Rangers and became a different man, but his brutal actions still twist his conscience. Now he's found a woman he could love, but she deserves more than a man who makes a living getting shot at. If Ty were honorable, he'd leave her alone. But he can't seem to stay away. Orphaned at fourteen, Charlotte Weyland has used her talent for numbers to build enough of a fortune to fund Ty's dream of owning a ranch, if he's not too stubborn to accept her help.

Whiteside, Diane BL-2241
In 1900, at the request of Theodore Roosevelt, Brian Donovan travels to the Grand Duchy of Eisengau to investigate rumors of a secret weapon. Meredith Duncan, a free love feminist, has the plans for the new cannon. They begin a love affair while competition for the weapon grows.

Averill, Alan BL-2052
A brilliant young computer genius has loved a fragile woman since high school. Now, he must bend time and space to save her life, as the world around them descends into apocalyptic madness.

Christopher, Adam BL-2131
Leading a dual life, Empress Emily Kaldwin, fulfilling her duties as head of state while training with her father, Corvo Attano, learning his unique skills in the arts of stealth, combat and assassination, is plunged into a life-and-death adventure when a strange man appears in Dunwall.

Douglas, Ian BL-2132
Leading the Tellus Ad Astra on an unprecedented expedition to the Galactic Core, Lord Commander Grayson St. Clair, despite his reservations about his alien hosts, will do anything to keep his people alive and, to do so, must wrap his mind around an enemy capable of harnessing a weapon of incomprehensible power, space itself.

Dunstall, S. K. BL-2165
While trying to avert a disastrous conflict over the control of alien technology, linesman Ean Lambert discovers that someone from within is trying to take down the New Alliance and will use the lines to ensure its destruction.
SFF  Alien Nation
Koch, Gini  BL-2233
While President Jeff Martini deals with the influx of aliens applying for asylum on Earth in the aftermath of the Alpha Centauri Civil War, First Lady Kitty Katt-Martini must stop the Mastermind before he and his minions can clone themselves to create an unstoppable army.

SFF  Mars crossing
Landis, Geoffrey A.  BL-2234
To survive a failed landing on Mars, one crew must trek halfway across the surface of the planet and soon discover that only the truth will save them from a terrible death far from home.

SFF  The corporation wars
MacLeod, Ken  BL-2166
The sentient machines, who have died for the companies that own them over and over, discover that it is time for them to fight to live for themselves and start questioning their masters who would rather see them dead than give them the answers they so desperately seek.

SFF  The bone clocks
Mitchell, David  LP-4905
LARGE PRINT. Following a terrible fight with her mother over her boyfriend, fifteen-year-old Holly Sykes slams the door on her family and her old life. But Holly is no typical teenage runaway: A sensitive child once contacted by voices she knew only as "the radio people," Holly is a lightning rod for psychic phenomena. Now, as she wanders deeper into the English countryside, visions and coincidences reorder her reality until they assume the aura of a nightmare brought to life. For Holly has caught the attention of a cabal of dangerous mystics, and their enemies.

SUS  Meg
Alten, Steve  BL-2167
Carcharodon megalodon, the most fearsome creature that ever lived, a 70-foot, 60,000-pound Great White Shark. For Deep Sea submersible pilot Jonas Taylor, on a top-secret dive seven miles down into the Mariana Trench, Jonas came face to face with an ancient monster everyone believed extinct. Jonas must prove to the world that Meg still exists. When an opportunity to return to the trench presents itself, he takes it.

SUS  Interference
Antoine, Amélie  BL-2176
Young married couple Gabriel and Chloé have a picture-perfect life. But when athletic Chloé suddenly drowns, Gabriel is left to grapple with the mysterious circumstances of her death. Brokenhearted, he pours out his grief in a bereavement group and is consoled by photographer Emma. While the two grow closer, Gabriel can't help but feel Chloé's presence everywhere he goes. And as revelations about Chloé slowly emerge, he begins to wonder, is Emma really that different?

SUS  Cometh the hour
Archer, Jeffrey  BL-2179
Cometh the Hour opens with the reading of a suicide note, which has devastating consequences for Harry and Emma Clifton, Giles Barrington and Lady Virginia. Giles must decide if he should withdraw from politics and try to rescue Karin, the woman he loves, from behind the Iron Curtain. But is Karin truly in love with him, or is she a spy?

SUS  Without mercy
Bass, Jefferson  LP-4930
LARGE PRINT. While forensic anthropologist Bill Brockton works on his latest case, human skeletal remains chained to a tree on a mountainside, the serial killer Nick Satterfield escapes from prison to have his revenge on Brockton and his family.

SUS  The lost girls
Brennan, Allison  BL-2171
When photojournalist Siobhan Walsh uncovers a black market baby ring with ties to human trafficking, FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid and her mentor, Special Agent Noah Armstrong, investigate the case with her help, only to discover that it has far-reaching consequences they never could have imagined.

SUS  Friction
Brown, Sandra  BL-2049
Following the death of his wife, Crawford Hunt, a Texas Ranger, fell into a downward spiral that left him relegated to desk work and with his five-year-old daughter in the custody of her grandparents. But Crawford has cleaned up his act and now the fate of his family lies with Judge Holly Spencer. Ambitious and confident, Holly temporarily occupies the bench of her recently deceased mentor. With an election upcoming, she must prove herself worthy of making her judgeship permanent. Every decision is high-stakes. When a masked gunman barges into the courtroom during the guardianship hearing, Crawford reacts instinctively, saving Holly from a bullet. But his heroism soon takes on the taint of recklessness.

SUS  Field of fire
Cameron, Marc  BL-2263
When a deadly nerve gas is unleashed upon Los Angeles, claiming innocent lives and creating panic, special agent Jericho Quinn is dispatched to the Alaskan wilderness to hunt down the man responsible, a brilliant Russian scientist who is beginning to lose his mind to dementia.
It's 1996, and Reacher is still in the army. In the morning they give him a medal, and in the afternoon they send him back to school. That night he's off the grid. Out of sight, out of mind. Two other men are in the classroom, an FBI agent and a CIA analyst. Each is a first-rate operator, each is fresh off a big win, and each is wondering what the hell they are doing there. Then they find out: a Jihadist sleeper cell in Hamburg, Germany, has received an unexpected visitor, a Saudi courier, seeking safe haven while waiting to rendezvous with persons unknown.

Sent by the CIA to Russia to monitor a would-be terrorist who is planning to shoot down Air Force One, Malko Linge must find a truck load of stolen surface-to-air missiles with the help of a crooked Georgian double agent and his lover, risking everything to stop the plot before it is too late.

When Vasily Petrov, a colonel in the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service posing as a diplomat with the Russian U.N. Mission, mysteriously disappears from a Russian oligarch's party in Southampton, it's up to Corey to track him down. What are the Russians up to and why? Is there a possible nuclear threat, a so-called radiant angel? Will Corey find Petrov and put a stop to whatever he has planned before it's too late?

Autumn 1939. In Paris, American motion picture producer Frederic Stahl is drawn into a clandestine world of foreign correspondents, exiled Spanish Republicans, and spies of every sort. As a celebrity from neutral America, who can travel across the continent freely, Stahl could be very useful indeed.

Seven years ago, carefree college student Flora was kidnapped while on spring break. For 472 days, Flora learned just how much one person can endure. Flora Dane is a survivor. Miraculously alive after her ordeal, Flora has spent the past five years reacquainting herself with the rhythms of normal life, working with her FBI victim advocate, Samuel Keynes. She has a mother who's never stopped loving her, a brother who is scared of the person she's become, and a bedroom wall covered with photos of other girls who've never made it home.

Every case that Claire Britten cracks is a win, not only professionally but personally. The forensic psychologist has spent a lifetime fighting a neurological disorder, and her ability to conquer it is a testament to her razor-sharp intuition. Nick Markwood is used to winning in the courtroom, so when his latest case is overthrown by Claire's expert testimony, he can't help being impressed by her skill. He needs her on the team of his passion project investigating unusual cases involving mysterious deaths. Her condition doesn't deter him. As they join forces to investigate a murder in St. Augustine, Florida, Claire is thrust into a situation far more dangerous than she'd anticipated, pushing her disorder to a breaking point.
The operator
Harrison, Kim
BL-2172
Abandoning the wealth of Opti for anonymity riddled with memory gaps and self-doubt, Peri Reed must choose between remaining vulnerable or returning to the above-the-law power she once left when a highly addictive drug promises to end her dependency on those who'd use her for their own means.

Stalked
Heiter, Elizabeth
BL-2264
When Haley, a popular 17-year-old cheerleader goes missing, leaving behind a cryptic note, FBI profiler Evelyn Baine is called in to investigate and discovers that everyone close to Haley has something to hide, including the teenager herself, and that discovering the truth could get both her and Haley killed.

Orphan X
Hurwitz, Gregg
BL-2200
The Nowhere Man is a legendary figure spoken about only in whispers. It's said that when he's reached by the truly desperate and deserving, the Nowhere Man can and will do anything to protect and save them. But he's no legend. Evan Smoak is a man with skills, resources, and a personal mission to help those with nowhere else to turn. He's also a man with a dangerous past. Chosen as a child, he was raised and trained as part of the off-the-books black box Orphan program, designed to create the perfect deniable intelligence assets, i.e. assassins. He was Orphan X.

Downfall
Jance, Judith A.
LP-4890
LARGE PRINT. Juggling her pregnancy, family deaths, her daughter's imminent departure for college and a reelection campaign, Cochise County Sheriff Joanna Brady investigates two suspicious falling deaths that may be the work of a serial killer.

Hide away
Johansen, Iris
BL-2059
Protecting a young girl who has murderous enemies, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan takes her charge to the remote Scottish Highlands, where, with the assistance of Jane MacGuire, they search for a hidden treasure and navigate threats that change Eve's relationship with Joe Quinn.

Hide away
Johansen, Iris
LP-4912
LARGE PRINT. Protecting a young girl who has murderous enemies, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan takes her charge to the remote Scottish Highlands, where, with the assistance of Jane MacGuire, they search for a hidden treasure and navigate threats that change Eve's relationship with Joe Quinn.

Preacher's hellstorm
Johnstone, William W.
BL-2238
To protect a family he never knew he had, legendary trapper Preacher and his Absaroka son, Hawk That Soars, must stop the Blackfoot from wiping out the Absaroka and launch a war that will stain the Rocky Mountain snow with Blackfoot blood.

The Golem of Hollywood
Kellerman, Jonathan
LP-4904
LARGE PRINT. Waking up beside a beautiful woman he has no memory of meeting, Detective Jacob Lev investigates a Hollywood Division murder case involving a severed head, an ominous message in Hebrew and the legend of the Golem of Prague.

The bazaar of bad dreams
King, Stephen
LP-4944
LARGE PRINT. An array of short stories by the award-winning author of 11/22/63 includes several new pieces, with each tale complemented by autobiographical commentary on what inspired it.

Ashley Bell
Koontz, Dean
LP-4920
LARGE PRINT. Experiencing a miraculous recovery two days after being given a life sentence, 22-year-old Bibi becomes obsessed with the idea that she has been spared in order to save someone else, a notion that prompts her dangerous entry into the world of crime and conspiracy.

Mercury
Livesey, Margot
LP-4928
LARGE PRINT. The family life and security of a Boston optometrist is shattered by his wife's growing obsession with a beautiful thoroughbred horse and her dreams of becoming a serious competitor.

Promise not to tell
McMahon, Jennifer
BL-2236
Forty-one-year-old school nurse Kate Cypher returns to her small hometown to care for her aging mother on the same night a young girl is killed, a crime that mirrors the haunting murder of her childhood best friend, who was also the town outcast known as the "Potato Girl."
SUS ❅ Just try to stop me
Olsen, Gregg BL-2235
When a vengeful serial killer with the ability to control minds escapes from prison, she, using innocent young women as bait to lure unsuspecting victims into her trap, streams the murders live and this time sheriff's detective Kendall Stark and forensic pathologist Birdy Waterman won't be able to stop her.

SUS ❅ Cross justice
Patterson, James BL-2135
When his cousin is accused of a heinous crime, Alex Cross returns to his North Carolina hometown for the first time in over three decades. As he tries to prove his cousin's innocence in a town where everyone seems to be on the take, Cross unearths a family secret that forces him to question everything he's ever known.

SUS ❅ Missing
Patterson, James LP-4910
LARGE PRINT. Craig Gisto and his elite team at Private Sydney are tasked with finding Eric Moss, the CEO of a high-profile research company, who has had all trace of his existence wiped away.

SUS ❅ The blacklist
Piziks, Steven BL-2204
A former U.S. Navy officer turned high-profile criminal voluntarily surrenders to the FBI and will only work with a rookie profiler by the name of Elizabeth Keen to locate the most dangerous criminals in the world.

SUS ❅ The bone collection
Reichs, Kathy BL-2168
A collection of four short stories stars forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance Brennan and includes "First Bones," which reveals how she got her start in the lab, and "Bones on Ice," which follows her to Mount Everest where she must identify a human corpse previously buried deep within the ice.

SUS ❅ The seventh plague
Rollins, James LP-4942
LARGE PRINT. When a British archaeologist who had been missing for two years reappears and dies amid findings that his body was being mumified while he was still alive, Sigma Force must stop an ancient plague with ties to some of history's most innovative minds.

SUS ❅ Blackout
Rosenfelt, David BL-2201
New Jersey State Police officer Doug Brock has been after criminal Nicholas Bennett for years. When Bennett kills someone close to Doug, however, the whole investigation spirals out of control as does Doug's own life. He’s put on indefinite suspension from the force, but Doug still can’t let the case go, and he ends up sacrificing everything, including his fiancée, to continue working on it off the books. Soon he discovers something big important enough to involve the FBI and calls his former partner on the force for help.

SUS ❅ Family sins
Sala, Sharon BL-2203
Felled by a cowardly shot to the back, Stanton Youngblood has just enough time before he dies to leave a single clue to his killer's identity: the word Wayne, scrawled in his own blood. That word means everything to his widow. Leigh Youngblood was once Leigh Wayne, but she left her wealthy family behind thirty years ago when she fell in love with Stanton, a betrayal the Waynes have never forgiven. Now she publicly vows to discover which of her siblings thinks money and power are enough to cover up a murder.

SUS ❅ The sinner
Stevens, Amanda BL-2136
A living ghost in search of a purpose and place, who is a cemetery restorer by trade, must solve the murder of a young woman discovered in a caged grave and teams up with the detective assigned to the case, who is also a ghost seer, as supernatural forces manipulate their every move.

SUS ❅ Cataclysm
Washburn, Tim BL-2169
When Earth's largest super-volcano begins to awaken under Yellowstone National Park after 640,000 years, scientist Tucker Mayfield mobilizes a team to evacuate all of the visitors, but as the earthquakes intensify, some think that Doomsday itself may be approaching.

SUS ❅ Scandalous behavior
Woods, Stuart LP-4899
LARGE PRINT. After a series of nonstop adventures, Stone Barrington is eager for some peace and quiet in a rustic British setting. But no sooner does he land in England than he’s beset by an outrageous demand from a beautiful lady, and an offer he can’t refuse. Unfortunately, Stone quickly learns that his new acquisition comes with some undesired strings attached, namely, a deadly mystery involving the complex relationships of the local gentry, and a relentless adversary who raises the stakes with every encounter.

TRU ❅ Possessed
Casey, Kathryn BL-2062
In a true story of mad obsession, Stefan Anderson, a gentle soul and Swedish transplant with a good career and trusted friends, who was desperate to find the woman of his dreams, falls victim to the beautiful Ana Trujillo, who, rumored to be heavily involved in the occult, had complete control over him.
The rider of Phantom Canyon
Bendell, Don
LARGE PRINT. While investigating the sightings of a mysterious lone rider haunting Phantom Canyon, half-Lakota lawman Joshua Strongheart must bring peace to the Royal Gorge territory between competing railroads before an all-out war breaks out.

Storm's thunder
Boyce, Brandon
Heading west to California, and to freedom, Harlan Two-Trees instead finds himself marooned in the desert after a daring robbery and back in the world he knows, where death is king and justice comes from the smoking barrel of a gun.

Once a marshal
Brandvold, Peter
LARGE PRINT. The best of life seemed to be in the past for ex-lawman Ben Stillman. Then the past came looking for him. An old friend's son rides into Ben's life with a plea for justice and a mind for revenge. Up on the Hi-Line in Montana, a rich Englishman is rustling ranchers out of their livelihoods, and their lives. The boy suspects that these rustlers have murdered his father, Milk River Bill Harmon, and the law is too crooked to get any straight answers. But can the worn-out old lawman live up to the legend the boy has grown to admire?

The devil and Lou Prophet
Brandvold, Peter
LARGE PRINT. Bounty hunter Lou Prophet is known for getting the job done. However, his newest job is getting showgirl Lola Diamond, a prime witness in a murder trial, to the courthouse to testify, whether she likes it or not. Even as Prophet and Lola battle each other, some very dangerous men are moving in to make sure the pair never reach the courthouse alive.

Widowmaker Jones
Cogburn, Brett
LARGE PRINT. When he is conned out of his gold and horse by Juan "Red" Cortina, the son of the famous Texas border bandit, a vengeful Newt "Widowmaker" Jones chases Cortina into Mexico where his crazy journey explodes into an all-out battle of bullets and blood.

Bounty of vengeance
Colt, Paul
LARGE PRINT. Former Cheyenne Sheriff Ty Ledger and bounty hunter Johnny Roth pursue a half-breed serial killer responsible for the death of Ledger's wife and unborn child. The bloody trail leads to Lincoln County, New Mexico and a town girding for war. An encounter with renegade Comanche has the pair counting their bullets, making sure each has one left to assure his final escape.

A Colorado Christmas
Johnstone, William W.
At Sugarloaf Ranch, Smoke and Sally Jenson prepare to welcome Preacher home for the holidays, unaware that their friend is trailed by a storm full of trouble.

A stranger in town
Johnstone, William W.
When his friend, U.S. Deputy Marshal Ed Pine, disappears while following two of the most savage killers in the West, Ben Trout and Zack Larsen, Deputy Will Tanner, to bring Trout and Larsen in, must set his badge aside and resort to the law of the gun.

Brutal night of the mountain man
Johnstone, William W.
After a man guns down a greedy, overbearing rancher in self-defense, Smoke Jensen and his posse come to his defense when the rancher's goons aim to string him up.

Matt Jensen the last mountain man
Johnstone, William W.
LARGE PRINT. Hired by the richest man in San Francisco to escort him and his beautiful daughter on a railway journey from San Francisco to Chicago, Matt Jensen soon discovers that this is no ordinary protection job as he faces down the deadliest killers alive in order to collect his $5000.

Shawn O'Brien
Johnstone, William W.
LARGE PRINT. On the West Texas border a behemoth is bellowing smoke, fire and death. This monster is the infamous Abaddon Cannon Foundry, whose weapons of war have spread death and destruction around the world, and made a few men in Big Buck, Texas, incredibly rich. Now, a Mexican-born teenager has disappeared into this fortress factory, where men work and sweat as slaves. This boy's sister wants to learn her brother's fate, and she just happens to know a man named Shawn O'Brien, the town tamer.

Texas John Slaughter
Johnstone, William W.
The new sheriff of Cochise County and the toughest lawman west of the Rio Grande, Texas John Slaughter is determined to bring peace to the parched desert hell of Tombstone even if it kills him.
This violent land
Johnstone, William W. BL-2139
Deputy U.S. marshal Kirby Jensen must face off against a band of ruthless outlaws, who turn out to be one part of a plot hatched by a mastermind hidden behind layers of the law.

Deadly is the night
Richards, Dusty BL-2060
To bring his ranch in the Arizona Territory into a bold new era, Chet Byrne, while staving off robbers, kidnappers, murderers and a host of other criminals, goes to war to run a new telegraph through this godforsaken land.

Kill Town
Smith, Cotton BL-2174
Deed Corrigan and his brothers, while rebuilding the Bar 3 ranch, decide to risk their lives to save the only place they have ever called home from a gang of killers bent on revenge.
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